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"Courage!" he said, and pointed toward the land,
"This mounting wave will roll us shoreward soon."
In the afternoon they came unto a land
In which it seemed always afternoon.
All round the coast the languid air did swoon,
Breathing like one that hath a weary dream.
Then some one said, "We will return no more";
And all at once they sang, "Our island home
Is far beyond the wave; we will no longer roam."

CHORIC SONG
There is sweet music here that softer falls
Than petals from blown roses on the grass,
Or night-dews on still waters between walls
Of shadowy granite, in a gleaming pass;
Music that gentlier on the spirit lies,
Than tir'd eyelids upon tir'd eyes;
Music that brings sweet sleep down from the blissful skies.
Here are cool mosses deep,
And thro' the moss the ivies creep,
And in the stream the long-leaved flowers weep,
And from the craggy ledge the poppy hangs in sleep."
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The ''Political'' World
The '''Political'' World remains on a Knife edge but
simultaneously vaudeville.
The ''bleeding Edge[s]'' are Taiwan which I expect to be
occupied by the Great Unifier [“Complete reunification of the
motherland is an inevitable trend. no one and no force can ever
stop it!”] before Year End and that will mark a singular
moment.

That big thing may be that he who rules Taiwan rules the world
said the International Man of History Niall Ferguson and he is
not wrong.
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The US is resiling from its position to defend Taiwan [admittedly
that position was always wrapped up in some ambiguity]
but My view is @JoeBiden has bailed on @iingwen and Xi knows
it.
Of course The World in the 21st century exhibits viral, wildfire
and exponential characteristics and feedback loops which only
become obvious in hindsight but make no mistake Xi is to be
taken at his word and his word is
“Unity is iron and steel; unity is a source of strength,”

And after rolling over Hong Kong and unleashing COVID19, his
opinion of his adversaries I am sure is of the Paper Tiger
Variety.
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Vladimir who recently dialled up the pressure on Ukraine in an
old school show of force then dialled it down again will surely
work in tandem with Xi and both will synchronise their moves to
create a Pincer Move at some point.
On Sunday The ''Underpants'' Poisoner [Navalny's words not
mine] was marking the 76th anniversary of victory in World
War II
Russian inter-continental ballistic missiles, military parades in
Moscow. * SS-15 Scrooge (RT-20P) first mobile ICBM, 1965. *
SS-27 "Sickle B" (Topol-M), 2021] @CovertShores
https://twitter.com/CovertShores/status/
1391328415647666177?s=20
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5 DEC 16 :: At this moment, President Putin has Fortress
Europe surrounded.
http://bit.ly/2CGuGDd
The intellectual father of the new Zeitgeist that propelled
Brexit, Le Pen, the Five Star movement in Italy, Gert Wilders in
the Netherlands, is Vladimir Putin.
President Vladimir Putin says Russia "consistently defends
international law. At the same time, we will firmly defend our
national interests to ensure the safety of our people," as it
marks the 76th anniversary of victory in World War II
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and sent a coded message to his BFF

7 OCT 19 :: China turns 70
http://bit.ly/2VlypvG
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Of course the vaudeville element was seen when Boris Johnson
ordered two Royal Navy patrol vessels to sail to the Channel
Islands amid fears that French fishing boats were preparing to
blockade Jersey’s main port.

Its a ''bleeding Edge'' World wherever you turn your Gaze
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The Invisible Microbe COVID19 posted two record
high weeks of Infections and that is the
''reported'' number

However, The Western World and China think they have the
microbe licked with their Superpower Vaccine[s]
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See Eric Topol
https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1391032285357428738?
s=20
Unlucky Worst pandemic in > 100 years
Lucky To have vaccines, developed and validated at
unprecedented velocity, with extraordinary efficacy and safety,
that are superior to our immune response to natural infection,

and can protect against all variants to prevent
serious illness
For the rest of the World and India in particular it remains the
case of a a virulent plague that “travelled through the air as if
on wings, it burned through cities like fire”

"My concern right now is that this virus has huge
kinetic energy”, said @DrMikeRyan
Benito Modi whose hyper incompetence even the Die Hard BJP
''Deadenders'' are finding it impossible to defend positively
aided and abetted the “Kumbh Mela [which] may end

up being the biggest super spreader event in the
history of this pandemic.” Professor Ashish Jha
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It is clear daily COVID related deaths are running at 10x the
Official number and each Funeral Pyre is a testament to the
Prime Minister a testament to what You can decide.

I appreciate the Dollar is on the slide but I would
venture shorting the Rupee is a No Brainer Trade at this
juncture.

Whilst Topol and his ilk indulge in their vaccine Modi level
Hubris let me point this out
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This chart shows how quickly cases of each of the variants have
increased from time of first detection in England. The rapidness
of B.1.617.2 is evident. @chrischirp
https://twitter.com/chrischirp/status/1390745901128368132?
s=20
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"The greatest shortcoming of the human race is our inability to
understand the exponential function." - Professor Allen Bartlett

It suggests a *whopping* 37% of sequenced cases in London
might be B.1.617.2! @chrischirp
https://twitter.com/chrischirp/status/1390745913476489218?
s=20
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we all know by now ''viruses exhibit non-linear and exponential
characteristics'
https://bit.ly/35ekJJr
UK cases are now rising slowly, with smoothed cases higher
than 4 days ago and one measure of R popping over 1.0.
@video4me
https://twitter.com/video4me/status/1391068842164633604?
s=20
The cubic shows a clear rising trend - a few days earlier than
@Forensic_Stats hypothesised from looking at B.1.617.
This might give The Winner of Hartlepool pause for thought
because we all know now the microbe loathes hubris and visits
its most violent revenge on those who express hubris.
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Africa which as to date emerged relatively unscathed from the
health element of COVID19 might be casting a weary glance
over its shoulder at India and would certainly be prudent to do
so.
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The markets
In 1929, President Herbert Hoover assured the country that
things were already “back to normal,” Liaquat Ahamed writes
in Lords of Finance.
The US NFP printed 266,000 versus 1,000,000 expected
which was the biggest miss relative to expectations in
Non Farm Payrolls since at least 1998. @bespokeinvest

on 28th March when the Bears had gotten hold of the US 10
Year, I wrote that I expected the 10 Year to target 1.45% well
we got real close on Friday before the market reversed Tenyear yields initially plunged to a more than two-month low of
1.46%, then reversed to end the day at 1.58%. However, I am
resetting my target Yield to 1.25% now.
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Given the volume of money Printing and the extraordinary
stimulus

I have to say that the US Recovery is actually really
weak and I believe it will be very short lived and the
Penny will drop soon with the Bond Market and the
Shorts will be forced to cover.

The Consensus View appears to be that the Global
economy is going to accelerate big time and that its
going to BOOM! I beg to differ
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Partying responsibly. @BobNeiwen
https://twitter.com/BobNeiwen/status/1389361720104165382?
s=20

Furthermore The Central Banks are in a corner. They have fired
a lot of bullets and even if there was a meaningful bounce they
cannot raise rates.
Here is why central banks are trapped and cannot raise rates
even if inflation rises: @dlacalle_IA Feb 2 The Markets Are
Wilding
https://bit.ly/3tEw7IL
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Of course There are ''Party like its 1999'' situations unfolding all
over the place.

Bill Hwang and $ARKK are Harbingers
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$ARKK continues to get mutilated, considerably
underperforming literally everything.
@FadingRallies
https://twitter.com/FadingRallies/status/
1390390708251545607?s=20
The liquidity of this complex is illusory, as the
reflexivity embedded within creates a lurking
shadow convexity that is vulnerable to predatory
flows.
What's next for ARK? @QTRResearch
https://twitter.com/QTRResearch/status/
1390768819287777280?s=20
- Hwang seeds ARK
- ARK buys TSLA
- Mysterious OTM call buys in TSLA gamma squeeze the stock
by 10x higher for 18 months
- Hwang buys GSX
- Mysterious OTM call buys in GSX gamma squeeze shorts and
4x the stock
- Hwang blows up after gamma squeezes unwind
What's next for ARK?
Poetry pure: As it turned out the best hedge against the
joke of unlimited money printing was a joke currency.
#dogecoin @NorthmanTrader
https://twitter.com/NorthmanTrader/status/
1389833759428681729?s=20
08-FEB-2021 :: The Markets Are Wilding
https://bit.ly/3tEw7IL
@elonmusk I am become meme, Destroyer of shorts
And on February 4 He tested that hypothesis
No highs, no lows, only Doge @elonmusk Feb 4
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Dogecoin is the people’s crypto @elonmusk Feb 4
The top 100 dogecoin addresses own 67% of the total supply &
a single digital wallet currently owns 28% of the
cryptocurrency's entire supply. @NorthmanTrader
https://twitter.com/NorthmanTrader/status/
1391126095295139841?s=20
Now imagine getting a cult celebrity to entice millions of retail
buyers to chase a meme narrative pumping the positions of
those 100 addresses who can then dump on said retail buyers.
And imagine said celebrity being one of the
100. @NorthmanTrader
https://twitter.com/NorthmanTrader/status/
1391130082853494792?s=20
Nah, that could never happen.
Could it?
Caveat Emptor

And VS Naipual delivered the most prescient warning in his
book A Bend in the River

Anybody can be decisive during a panic It takes a
strong Man to act during a Boom. VS NAIPAUL
“The businessman bought at ten and was happy
to get out at twelve; the mathematician saw his
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ten rise to eighteen, but didn’t sell because he
wanted to double his ten to twenty.”

Gold and Silver Have finally got the Big MO
Gold @artOSpeculation
https://twitter.com/artOSpeculation/status/
1391077091425144837?s=20
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28-MAR-2021 :: GOLD HAS COMPLETED ITS CONSOLIDATION
AND IS HEADED BACK TO ATHS
https://bit.ly/2QVmzds

Silver is the single most important asset that I’m
focused on. @TaviCosta
https://twitter.com/TaviCosta/status/
1390696099229278213?s=20

If I had to boil down my entire macro thesis into one position, it
would undoubtedly be that.
Once silver breaks above $30, I believe we will see an explosive
move to new highs.
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04-JAN-2021 :: What Will Happen In 2021 I expect Gold to top
$2,500 this year and Silver to reach $50.00
https://bit.ly/2X4C9mS
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